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The Hay Report is produced for Dairy Australia by the Australian Fodder 
Industry Association (AFIA) – the national independent voice for the Australian 
fodder industry which connects the entire supply chain from seed to feed.  
For further information: www.afia.org.au 
 
 

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed within are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect Australian Fodder Industry Association Ltd opinion or policy. To the extent permitted by 
law, Australian Fodder Industry Association Ltd excludes all liability for loss or damage arising 
from the use of, or reliance on, the information contained in this publication. It is the readers 
responsibility to confirm accuracy, reliability, suitability, currency and completeness for private 
use. 
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NATIONAL SUMMARY 

Driving Prices Up 
– Now that regional supply shortages have been accurately assessed and the widespread 

damage to hay and fodder crops has become evident, prices are beginning to rise in many 
areas. 

– Recent high impact rainfall events and flooding has significantly reduced expected Spring hay 
production and is causing concerns due to the delayed start to any summer crop production.  

– Rainfall events have disrupted most hay and fodder production plans across the eastern states 
with widespread reports of crop losses or crops which will no longer be suitable for high quality 
hay production. High protein hay will be in very short supply given the vetch hay crop failures. 

– The tight hay market and the predicted shortfalls in production will reduced the available stocks 
to market as many producers have indicated they may only be able to produce for pre-
contracted supplies. As such there will be less surplus for the open market. 

– Some hay producers have not been able to continue their hay production activities as diesel 
cannot be delivered to farm due to road damage and flooding. Rising fuel costs will also be 
factored into hay and silage deliveries and will make interstate hay transport expensive.  

Driving Prices Down 
– The potential for considerable pasture growth in areas where high temperatures will not impact 

growth rates may reduce the need for hay, providing paddocks do not remain water logged for 
too long and can be made accessible to stock.  

– Recent favourable weather conditions across most of the fodder growing regions has allowed for 
additional crops to be cut and baled. 

– Some growers are planning on additional short season summer crops which may produce hay 
during summer, when weather may better support curing and baling activities. 

Local News 
– Rainfall totals across most of the country have been quite low with plenty of warmer sunny days, 

this is helping with the harvest though is also placing some pasture growth in decline as more 
rains will be needed. 

– Labour shortages, road closures and significant road damage continue to impact timeliness of 
deliveries both on to and off farms. Recent hay deliveries are reporting significant delays and 
delivery costs are increasing. 

– The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) continue to predict a wet summer over northern and eastern 
Australia, consistent with several climate drivers, including La Niña, a weakened negative Indian 
Ocean Dipole event, a positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode, and record warm waters 
around Australia.  

– Buyers are encouraged to feed test and view fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of 
feed. 
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Regional Commentary 

Atherton Tablelands 
– Fine hot weather over the last week with little to no rainfall. Some rain will be needed in the 

coming weeks as the summer crop goes in. 

– Conditions are good for summer planting to continue. Legume crops are going in as well as 
some vegetables and corn plantings are on-going. 

– Fall Army Worm grubs are being seen in the corn crops, which will require spraying this week 
with at least two more sprays required to keep the pest in check. This is adding to the cost outlay 
and will need to be factored into any price when the crop goes to market next year. 

– Hay shortages are beginning to be felt as the season continues. Many growers are diversifying 
their summer plantings and future plans to spread the risk due to high input costs, inconsistent 
demand and poor prices for fodder. 

– Fuel prices have decreased a little this week, coming back from a high of $2.39 per litre to 
around $2.30 per litre. This is still more than 50% higher than the price last year. 

– Urea prices have remained high currently averaging $1,400 to $1,600 per tonne, with blended 
fertilisers costing between $1,600 to $1,800 per tonne. Liquid fertiliser shuttles remain around 
$5,500 to $6,200 per shuttle which while cost effective is a substantial initial outlay. Corn seed is 
sitting at around $400 per bag or around $130 per acre. 

– Slow demand for hay in the region, no big loads been seen moving around the region, as many 
are being stockpiled prior to the expected wet season and shortages further inland. 

– No change to pricing this week even with an increase in trade, enquiries remain fairly low. 
Growers are indicating input costs require a corresponding rise in the price of hay to maintain 
interest in producing hay and fodder. Demand expected to increase in coming months. 

– Pasture (Rhodes Grass) hay: +/-0 ($300 to $400/t). Prices remain steady. 

Please note: Hay in the Atherton Tablelands is traditionally priced at $/bale, so it is important to 
check bale weights for conversion. The price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the 
price range generally indicative of quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of 
fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of feed. 

Darling Downs 
– Light rainfall across most of the region this week, with average falls of around 10mm of rain, 

almost all falling over the weekend of the 3rd and 4th December. Warmer temperatures are 
providing good conditions for harvest.  

– Grain harvest has completed through most of the region, with plantings now being planned or 
undertaken where short season summer crops are being considered as a cost mitigation 
strategy. Sorghum is being planted across many parts of the region, as well as beans. The light 
rainfall across the region in some of the growing areas is good news for crops just planted on 
ones about to go into the ground. 

– Hay cutting is ongoing in the region with millet being cut in the centre of the region with excellent 
drying conditions and hopes for high quality. 

– Cereal straw is reportedly being made by grain growers in the region as an add-on harvest due 
to the reports of fodder shortages. 

– Enquiries are consistent and at a high level with some new season hay now appearing on the 
market. Many growers have completed harvest now and are looking at future plans and scoping 
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sowing options. Straw continues to be in demand from feedlots and livestock farmers looking for 
fibre options. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($270 to $295/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($380 to $430/t). Prices steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($95 to $150/t). Prices steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($235 to $260/t) Prices steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

North Coast NSW 
– Moderate rainfall across the region this week, but almost all of it fell over the weekend of the 3rd 

and 4th December leaving the remainder of the week clear and dry. Temperatures are continuing 
to trend upward, though still slightly below average for this time of year. 

– Winter crop harvest is in full swing in the region as the clearer weather allows the machinery on 
paddocks which have been harder to access due to flood damage. Yields are good but as 
expected quality is lower due to weather damage.  

– Some mixed farmers in the north of the area are still cutting some silage for storage in pits, the 
warmer conditions has allowed additional pasture paddocks to be accessed for cutting. 

– Cutting for hay continues with some warmer temperatures and clear dry days offering good 
opportunities for baling. There are still on-going concerns regarding the safe storage of high 
moisture cuts and monitoring and mitigation is underway to reduce the risk of combustion.  

– The Rural Assistance Authority has made grants of up to $75,000 available in flood eligible 
areas. 

– https://www.raa.nsw.gov.au/disaster-assistance/storm-and-flood-programs/sdg-aug-sep-2022  

– Enquiries remain steady with some new season hay coming into the local market, though much 
that is being cut has already been contracted so will not be available for sale. Silage is still the 
predominate fodder being traded currently. 

– No change to prices this week 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($285 to $345/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($400 to $550/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($115 to $220/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($225 to $290/t). Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Central West NSW 
– Little to no rainfall across most of the region this week with clear, hotter days aiding with the 

reduction of flood waters across land. Temperatures are trending back towards the average in 
the region. 
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– With the warmer drier weather the grain harvest has commenced in the region, though there are 
a number of fields that cannot be safely accessed. There are frequent reports of bogged 
machinery in previously flooded fields. Cereal crops are coming in with higher moisture content 
and will need silo drying. Canola is showing some good yields and quality. 

– Cotton plantings in the south of the region are beginning to show good signs of growth with the 
high soil moisture and warm temperatures aiding growth. 

– There are some biosecurity concerns in relation to the flood waters carrying seeds and pests 
from further upstream into areas which would not normally be affected by them. Growers and 
livestock farmers are warned to be on the lookout for any unusual weeds appearing in pastures 
or fields. 

– Flood-affected farmers can call the Department of Primary Industries’ emergency hotline on 
1800 814 647 to request assistance or further information can be accessed through the online 
portals: 

– https://www.nsw.gov.au/floods 

– https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/floods/financial-assistance 

– Additionally the Rural Assistance Authority has made grants of up to $75,000 available in eligible 
areas. 

– https://www.raa.nsw.gov.au/disaster-assistance/storm-and-flood-programs/sdg-aug-sep-2022  

– With the drier weather trade is picking up in the area as livestock farmers seek to source 
reserves for returning herds, or replace damaged or destroyed fodder and pastures. Most supply 
is coming in from out of the region and prices are being influenced by increased transport costs. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +18 ($200 to $235/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +15 ($325 to $365/t). Prices increase this week.. 

– Straw: +10 ($75 to $100/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +13 ($195 to $235/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

 

Bega Valley 
– Low rainfall across the region this week with falls on average of 10mm of rain. Most of this fell 

midweek with the remaining days being dry and clear. 

– Pastures in the parts of the Bega Valley are beginning to dry out and growth is slowing down. 
Some dairy farmers in the region are looking for another 50mm of rain across the next few 
weeks to push the growth forward again in grazing paddocks. 

– In areas with better soils moisture reports that mixed pastures of crimson clover, red clover, 
persian clover, arrowleaf clover and chicory are growing well and flowering. 

– Cereal hay is being cut and baled throughout the region. Some flood affected crops are 
producing lower quality however many growers are happy enough to be able to take some of the 
crop off given the upcoming shortfall for the season. 
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– Some growers are looking at planting lucerne for hay production on dryland paddocks due to the 
high soil moisture which given the expected shortfall in hay production would make the expected 
outlay profitable.  

– Enquiries have remained steady with hay still being actively sought, with prices beginning to 
respond to demand. Silage is still moving around the region, though some early season hay is 
also becoming available, though most is still older season supplies. 

– Slight change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($295 to $320/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($490 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Straw: +/-0 ($170 to $210/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($330 to $380/t). Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Goulburn/Murray Valley 
– Little to no rain across the region this week with the east of the region receiving 5mm of rain and 

the majority of the region with no falls of rain. Temperatures also rose across the region with 
quite high temperatures for a number of days as well as high winds. 

– After some hot and clear days hay production in the centre of the region has increased with 
cutting and baling taking place for most of the week and good yields and quality coming off the 
paddocks. 

– Lucerne and Ryegrass is being cut and baled around Invergordon, this is the first cut for many 
crops in the region for hay production and in most cases will be the only cut due to the adverse 
weather conditions and flooding delaying the harvest. 

– After hot and windy days drying the fields, some growers now need to irrigate some of the 
dryland paddocks while also still pumping standing water off lower ground which is still flood 
affected. 

– Grain harvest is moving along well in the region after a delayed start, with wheat, barley and 
canola all being harvested.  

– Enquiries have steadied this week, though demand is still strong. Many dedicated growers are 
taking advantage of the weather conditions to harvest available hay. Some of this season’s hay 
is now moving into the market. 

– Some change to pricing this week 

– Cereal hay: +13 ($235 to $280/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($390 to $420/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +3 ($85 to $120/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +5 ($230 to $270/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed.  
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Gippsland 
– Little to no rainfall across the region this week with dry warmer days across most of the week. 

Temperatures have trended back up to the average, though rainfall is still above average for this 
time of year. 

– Some hay cutting is ongoing in the central and eastern parts of Gippsland, with the good 
conditions for drying and baling means growers are running long shifts to get some quality cuts 
off and baled. Silage is waiting on pasture growth before commencing the next series of cuts. 

– Silage cutting in the west of the region has recommenced however the cutting is sporadic and 
only on higher or hilly country. The underlying wet conditions for much of the region are making 
harvesting difficult as the paddocks are inaccessible. The general consensus is that hay will not 
be produced in the near future in this part of Gippsland, if at all this year. 

– Many livestock and dairy farmers in the west of the region are still reporting very wet pastures 
and low quality green feed which is increasing the amount of supplemental feeding required. 
Additionally the wet paddock conditions are leading to an increase in mastitis infections and 
there have been reports of higher tick infestations. 

– Enquiries have steadied with growers taking advantage of windows of opportunity to harvest 
remaining silage and hay. Most of the interest is coming from the west of the region as well as 
further north in flood affected areas. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($230 to $275/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($500 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($80 to $110/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +5 ($140 to $190/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Southwest Victoria 
– Little to no rainfall across the region this week with small showers of less than 5mm of rain on 

average, however most of the week was dry and clear. Temperatures are trending upwards 
though still below average. 

– The recent drier conditions have allowed some limited silage and hay cutting though the high 
moisture content is requiring mitigation before baling to prevent the risk of contamination and 
self-combustion. 

– Canola and bean crops in the region are reporting a high percentage of lodging due to the 
weather conditions which will slow down harvest and impact yield potential. This may have an 
upside for the fodder situation as beans could also be downgraded from human to feed quality. 

– Pasture growth has started to move again with the warmer and drier conditions however to 
continue the growth some additional rains will be needed in the next couple of weeks. Green 
feed is becoming more available as previously waterlogged pasture become accessible. 

– Enquiries have steadied this week. Most enquiries are for silage locally produced or new season 
hay which is beginning to come on to the market from outside the region. Green feed in the area 
is keeping demand at a reasonable level but if pasture growth slows down the demand will lift 
again. 

– Some change to prices this week. 
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– Cereal hay: +8 ($225 to $270/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($355 to $400/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($90 to $110/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +3 ($180 to $220/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

 

Southeast South Australia 
– Little to no rain across the region this week with averages of around 5mm of rainfall. 

Temperatures continue to warm up and are approaching closer to average for this time of year. 

– Some good weather allowed dedicated hay growers some time on the paddocks raking and 
drying already cut crops, some limited baling is on-going however there are concerns in relation 
to the moisture content as well as the quality due to an overall bad growing season. 

– Grain harvest is progressing well in the region with both canola and wheat being harvested and 
moved off farm. Some grain growers are considering making straw after harvest as an additional 
cash crop. 

– Expected production of hay will be even lower than had been forecast earlier in the season. 
Some growers around Tintinara have abandoned expected hay production paddocks due to the 
pastures having been dry-sown with little follow up rain causing delayed germination and low 
quality in the final crop. 

– Enquiries have steadied, there is still quite a bit of demand for any available older hay as little 
new season hay is being produced. Some hay is coming in from across the border however 
there are supply shortages being reported across most areas. Prices are expected to rise again 
in the near future. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($320 to $355/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($410 to $450/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($120 to $140/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($305 to $330/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Central South Australia 
– Little to no rainfall across the region this week, with some regions receiving no rain at all. 

Temperatures are now at or above average for this time of year with many clear dry days. 

– Grain harvest is underway across the region with some clear dry weather offering good 
conditions and lower moisture content to allow growers to harvest. This is giving some small lift 
in optimism that growers will be able to recoup the much higher outlays that were employed into 
the growing season this year. 

– There are concerns in relation to the damage done to some crops due to hail and adverse 
weather events earlier in the season with some estimates of a 40% reduction in yield for lentil 
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crops and about 20% for barley. This will also translate into quality downgrades into feed stock 
level which will be available for the fodder market. 

– Most of the available and accessible hay has been cut across the Yorke Peninsula with growers 
taking advantage of drier days to rake and bale where possible. The quality is less than 
expected due to the growing conditions but growers are happy to have been able to salvage 
some of the crop.  

– Enquiries are still strong as livestock farmers look for supply. While some better weather has 
allowed for hay production this week the quality is still below expectations. The expected 
shortfall in straw appears to be panning out as growers look to keep the stalks on the ground to 
create weed mats and hold moisture. 

– Slight change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +10 ($270 to $330/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +3 ($405 to $450/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw +3 ($140 to $165/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

 

Southwest Western Australia  
– Mostly clear with little to no rainfall across the region, heaviest rainfall fell in the southern coastal 

regions with falls of 10 to 15mm of rain recorded. Temperatures are also trending towards 
average. 

– Grain harvest is continuing after some delays due to weather events, wheat and canola is 
coming in with great yield and quality. However there are concerns around the delivery of the 
harvest to ports and receival sites with long delays being reported. Quite a number of growers 
are storing on farm to mitigate delays. 

– Second and third silage cuts have been completed around West Kendenup with the area now 
turning towards hay production as the weather conditions are favourable for drying and baling. 

– Green feed is still in good supply however the drier conditions are causing some concerns with 
livestock farmers looking for some more rain to keep the pastures moving along. 

– Cereal straw is being made in the region, with the amount of hectares put to the grain harvest 
this year the feeling is there will be plenty available for the market by January. 

– Enquiries have steadied, many growers are out harvesting and the good supply of green feed is 
keeping the market fairly level. Quite a bit of hay production has already been contracted so 
enquiries are looking for surplus. Silage is also being traded across the region for livestock and 
dairy herds.  

– No change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($235 to $300/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($355 to $470/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Straw: +/-0 ($105 to $115/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($180 to $205/t). Prices remain steady this week 
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Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed. 

Northwest Tasmania 
– Little to no rain across the region this week with clear dry days, temperatures are also trending 

up to the average. 

– Silage cutting and baling continues in the region, though most has reached the end of this cut 
and is now waiting on pasture regrowth for next cuts. Hay cutting in the region is much lower 
than usual and farmers are looking to the south of the state for hay supply. 

– Pastures of forage herbs and brassicas are being sown on irrigated land in the centre of the 
region; these will be good feed for livestock and dairy herds for winter. 

– Wheat crops around Deloraine are looking good and expected to be harvested in the next few 
weeks, some growers will be creating cereal straw from these crops after harvest. 

– Mixed grasses pasture growth is going very well around Calder with the good rains and follow up 
sunshine boosting the growth for both green feed and silage regrowth before the next cuts. 

– Hay enquiries remain steady with a moderate demand being reported. Silage is still moving 
around the region and hay is being shipped up from the south where the season is now in full 
swing for hay production. 

– No change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($240 to $285/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($310 to $350/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($140 to $200/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($195 to $245/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 
price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 
quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 
the quality of feed 


